Editorial
It gives me immense pleasure to begin a new era of publishing a journal,
‘INTROSPECT’ from our college. As the title suggests, we, the teachers, being the
pillars of the society have the tremendous responsibility to question our own thinking,
to enrich our knowledge and to progress logically and scientifically. However, many a
times, several small yet innovative and powerful ideas from the college desk do not get
a proper platform to get noticed and analyzed. I sincerely hope that INTROSPECT will
serve as the communication podium to expresssuch marvelous thoughts and ideas to
the larger communities of the learning and the learned.
INTROSPECT is a peer reviewed journal. In the age of fast media and
continuous fear of plagiarism, it is of utmost importance, that we review every article
to assess its quality, validity, and often the originality of the articles
beforepresentation to the community of critics and readers. Therefore, we have also
formed an expert reviewers’ panel for different subjects to scrutinize an article and at
the same time enrich its quality by their adept opinion. I am immensely grateful to all
the reviewers for finding out spare time out of their busy schedule.
I am indebted to Dr. Santiranjan Palchaudhuri, Principal, Sammilani
Mahavidyalaya, for his encouragement and continuous support towards the
publication of the first issue of INTROSPECT, without whom the journal would have
never been a reality. I, on behalf of the editorial board, take this opportunity to give
special thanksto all the authors who have enriched the content of the journal by
contributing their valuable writings and articles on their research work. My thanks
are also to all the teaching faculties and non-teaching members of the college for their
utmost cooperation in all possible ways.
Lastly, we further look forward to all the scholars and academicians for their
contributions, suggestions and feedbacks, which would enable us to attain greater
heights. I sincerely hope that we will be able to maintain this endeavor and carry out
the immense task of imbibing knowledge and dispersion of information.
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